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Abstract 

Title of the study: Explaining the proofreading of the fundamentals for Sharif 
Abdullah bin Mohammed bin Ahmed Al-Hussaini Al-Naisaburi Hanafi known as Al-
Nukra Kar (Died: 776 H). Starting from the fourth chapter of the analogy to the 
end of the manuscript, study and affirmation. 

It is an explanation for the book of proofreading of the fundamentals for Obaidullah 
bin Masoud Al-Mahbubi Al-Bukhari (Died: 747 H). Known as the youngest front 
Islamic law. 

Structure of the research: according to the title, the study was divided into two 
sections: 

1- The study section, which included two chapters: 

 Chapter 1: I talked about the political life, the social and scientific status of the 
author under the rule of Mamluks in Egypt and the Levant, and the extent of his 
influence or his effect, then I started talking about the explainer of the 
proofreading text, who is Jamal Addeen Abdullah bin Mohammed Al-Husaini 
known as (Nukra Kar), through chapters showed his name, ancestry, relationship, 
surname, family name, date and place of birth, upbringing, family, seeking for 
knowledge, scientific status, praise of scholars for him, his position among the 
sultans, and his most important writings. 

 Chapter 2: I talked about Obaidullah bin Masoud Al-Mahbubi Al-Bukhari within 
chapters as in the explainer's definition, and then I proceeded to define the status 
of the book "Proofreading of Fundamentals". 

2- The affirmation section, the third chapter which included: 

 Chapter 1: I talked about the book, its subject, its registration to the author, 
its value and advantages, the explainer's resources in the book, and the 
method of the explainer where he combined the explanation with the text, 
clarified the terms and explained the mysterious ones with discussion of the 
sayings of the scholars in his matters, and considering the thoughts of Hanafi 
school in fundamentals and branches.  

 Chapter 2,3 and 4: I talked about studying the affirmative text, I depended 
on four written copies to affirm  the text and to produce it as desired by the 
classifier, and following the common method in affirmation the heritage, 
according to the plan adopted by the scientific councils of the department. 
The author worked in his explanation for proofreading the fundamentals to 
the following titles: 
The analogy, its meaning, its rules and explaining when we can't use the 
analogy, then I talked about the reason, legality of justification with 
insufficient reason and different reason, justification with description, ways 
and reasons which are agreed and disagreed on. Showing the effective 
reasons, ways of rejecting them, and the invalid evidences.He also referred 
to preferring, accompanying, making judgment, justification by the negative 
and using the conflict between the similarities, then he talked about the 



meaning of conflicts among the preferring and what makes the preference, 
and how to work when having conflict among preferences, and he explained 
invalid preferences, then he talked about the judgment, its kinds, what 
judgments related to it, and the convict. He ended his book by the 
competency and its kinds whether it was  taught by experience or religion.At 
the end, I wish to add a new book to the religious library to benefit the 
students of religion. Peace and blessing be upon our Prophet Mohammed 
and his family and companions. 


